It seems that Mr T'ang, like Mr Shang, based his decipherment on purely etymological grounds, as he often does; and it must be admitted that they are sound grounds. From the collected instances of Mr Sun's glossary, one gets the impression that the character kao, in the phrase erh-kao, seems at first glance to be three horizontal strokes is the numeral indicating the divided part of the bone or shell and is incidently inscribed close to the isolated single character below it. Even if these instances of 'i-kao' and 'san-kao' could be regarded as valid evidence, their scarcity certainly does not seem to be compatible with the far too numerous instances of erh-kao. It would be absurd to assume that of all the published material available to Mr Sun when he compiled the glossary in 1933 there should be eighty-five instances of 'second reports' but only one instance of 'first report' and three instances of 'third reports'. It is, therefore, quite safe to say that there is practically no mention of what is assumed to be 'first report' or 'third report' in the extant material of bone inscriptions. (Fig. 2) . 2) The Chou term for 'diviner' is 't'ai-pu' (7k i-) He is now generally called by modern scholars 'chin-jen' ( A ,Ak ).
3) The Chou term for 'recorder' is shih ( , e.g. t j, (Fig. 3) is a fragment 
II. 'Pu tsai min'
The third class of marginal notes on the oracle bones immediately beside the crack marks is a single, isolated line of three characters, also found on bones or shells from the First Period. Occasionally the last of the three characters is omitted (Fig. 5, 5) (Fig. 6, I ) and its usage as a radical in the ideograph chu (Fig. 6, 2) , name of a state mentioned in the Tso-chuan, in the bronze inscription style. It is hardly necessary to note here that the date of the first pictograph is more than one millennium later, 
